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The Russians Did It (cont.) 

Each day I spend about three hours reading the Washington Post. Amongst other things 

I’m looking for evidence – real, legal, courtroom-quality evidence, or at least something 

logical and rational – to pin down those awful Russkis for their many recent crimes, from 

influencing the outcome of the 2016 US presidential election to use of a nerve agent in the 

UK. But I do not find such evidence. 

Each day brings headlines like these: 

“U.S. to add economic sanctions on Russia: Attack with nerve agent on former spy in 

England forces White House to act” 

“Is Russia exploiting new Facebook goal?” 

“Experts: Trump team lacks urgency on Russian threat” 

These are all from the same day, August 9, which led me to thinking of doing this article, 

but similar stories can be found any day in the Post and in major newspapers anywhere in 

America. None of the articles begins to explain how Russia did these things, or even 

WHY. Motivation appears to have become a lost pursuit in the American mass media. The 

one thing sometimes mentioned, which I think may have some credibility, is Russia’s 

preference of Trump over Hillary Clinton in 2016. But this doesn’t begin to explain how 

Russia could pull off any of the electoral magic it’s accused of, which would be feasible 

only if the United States were a backward, Third World, Banana Republic. 

There’s the Facebook ads, as well as all the other ads … The people who are influenced by 

this story – have they read many of the actual ads? Many are pro-Clinton or anti-Trump; 

many are both; many are neither. It’s one big mess, the only rational explanation of this 
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which I’ve read is that they come from money-making websites, “click-bait” sites as 

they’re known, which earn money simply by attracting visitors. 

As to the nerve agents, it makes more sense if the UK or the CIA did it to make the 

Russians look bad, because the anti-Russian scandal which followed was totally 

predictable. Why would Russia choose the time of the World Cup in Moscow – of which 

all of Russia was immensely proud – to bring such notoriety down upon their head? But 

that would have been an ideal time for their enemies to want to embarrass them. 

However, I have no doubt that the great majority of Americans who follow the news each 

day believe the official stories about the Russians. They’re particularly impressed with the 

fact that every US intelligence agency supports the official stories. They would not be 

impressed at all if told that a dozen Russian intelligence agencies all disputed the charges. 

Group-think is alive and well all over the world. As is Cold War II. 

  

 


